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36  quarks (6 flavor x 3 color x 2 charges) 

8  gluons 

6  charged leptons (µ+, µ-, e+, e-, τ+, τ-) 

3  neutral leptons (νe, νµ, ντ) 

4  gauge bosons (Z0, W+, W-, γ) 

1  SM-like Higgs boson (H0) 

58  known elementary particles in SM 

the standard model . . .  
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 what is dark matter? 

 what is dark energy? 

 what happened to the antimatter?  

 what about θ term in QCD lagrangian? 

 are there dark force mediators? 

  . . .  

beyond the standard model . . .  
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‘dark sector’ particle properties 

  non-luminous 

  feeble interaction with SM particles and fields 

  may be more than one component 

  dominates matter budget of  the universe 

   . . .  

dark sector searches using SM particles and fields? 
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γ-γd and Z-Zd kinetic mixing 
 J. Jaeckel, A. Ringwalk arXiv:1002.0329  

  large unexplored regions of  the landscape 

  multiple techniques and strategies 

  worldwide search effort 
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axion and axion-like particle coupling to photons 

  large unexplored regions of  the landscape 

  multiple techniques and strategies 

  worldwide search effort 

cold dark 
matter ‘sweet 

spot’ 

J. Jaeckel and A
. R

ingw
ald, A

nn. R
ev. of N

uc. and 
P

article Sci., 60, 405, 2010. 
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dark sector searches using optical 
photons 
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  couple polarized laser 
light with magnetic field 

  Sikivie (1983); Ansel’m 
(1985); Van Bibber et al 
(1987)  

  kinetic mixing 
  no magnetic field required 
  Afanasev et al (2009) 

light shining through a wall 
can suppress background by over 20 orders of  magnitude ! ! ! 

kW lasers, cavities, ultra low noise detectors, . . . 
 

magnetic field present 

no magnetic field required 
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Jefferson Lab and the Free Electron Laser 
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 LIPSS at JLab  experiment schematic

Brewster windows 

935 nm isolated vacuum systems 

BSM particle? 

Regenerated light 

150 fs wide pulses 

<75 MHz rep rate 

100 % df 

935. +/-  15 nm 

200 (400) watts avg power 

>99% linearly polarized 
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lsw physics results 

vector  
couping 

scalar 
couping 

pseudoscalar 
couping 

M. Ahlers et.al., 
Phys.Rev.D77:095001,2008  

J. Jaeckel, J. Redondo, A. 
Ringwald, 

astro-ph:0804.4157 
ALPS:   DESY 
BMV:  France 
GammeV:  FNAL 
LIPSS:   Jlab 
OSQAR:  CERN 
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LIPSS at JLab collaboration 

A. Afanasev, R. Ramdon 
Hampton University 

G. Biallas, J. Boyce, M. Shinn 
Jefferson Lab 

K. Beard 
Muons, Inc 

 M. Minarni 
Universitas Riau  

O.K. Baker, P. Slocum 
Yale University 
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dark sector searches using 
microwave photons 
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dark matter axion and ALP  
search using microwaves 

pioneering research 
by ADMX collaration 
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lsw resonant cavity searches 
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ymce microwave receiver 
triple heterodyne 

30.29 GHz 3.5 GHz 

BPF BPF BPF 

BPF BPF 
scope 

60 dB 

30 dB 

590 MHz 

30 dB 

cavity 

cryostat 

HEMT 
voltage 
amp 
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ymce cavities 

drive cavity 

si
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signal cavity 
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ymce 19 



dark vector searches 

ymce 
pilot run 

dark matter could hidden photons (HP)! 

ymce lsw 
pilot run 

Ana Malagon, doctoral dissertation, Yale (2014) 
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ALP dark matter 

dark matter could be axion-like particles 

ymce 
pilot run 

Ana Malagon, doctoral dissertation, Yale (2014) 
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Yale microwave cavity experiment 
collaboration 

J. Hirshfield, M. LaPointe, G. Kazakevitch, S. Kazakov, 
S. Shchelkunov, Y. Jiang 

Omega-P and Yale University 

O.K. Baker, A. Malagon*, A. Martin, P. Slocum, A. 
Szymkowiak 

Yale University 

* now at the University of  Washington/ADMX 
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dark sector searches using the 
Higgs boson 

https://espace.cern.ch/atlas-phys-higgs-htogamgam/Lists/ 
Hgg Moriond 2013/Attachments/46/mass_animation_ZZ4L.gif  - mass-animation 
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H
iggs a portal to the hidden or “dark” sector 

H. Davoudiasl, H-S Lee, I. Lewis, W.J. Marciano, PRD 88, 015022 (2013) 
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•  1. use Higgs decays: H  ZZ* 4l events from HSG2 cut-based 
‘Moriond’ analysis (Phys. Lett. B 726 (2013) 88) 
o  Higgs decays to 4e, 4µ, 2µ2e, and 2e2µ 
o  115 GeV < M4l < 130 GeV   

 
•  2. use Z0 (Z1) and Z* (Z2) mass distributions 

o  leading dileptons: invariant mass (m12) closest to Z0 PDG value 
o  subleading dileptons: highest invariant mass (m34) 

 
•  3. search for narrow peak or excess above background in m34 

mass distribution; signals VD 

o  ZZ*,ttbar, Z+jets, HZZ*4l are backgrounds 
o  use Roostats and BumpHunter statistical tools 

•  4. in the absence of  a signal, set upper limits on the relative 
branching ratio  

m12 spectrum 

m34 spectrum 

analysis strategy 

m4l spectrum 

bf (H! ZZd ! 4l)

bf (H! 4l) 26 

6/17/15 26 



95% CL exclusion limits  
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(b) Limit on RelBR

Figure 11: (a) The ratio C of the total efficiencies for H → ZZd → 4! and H → ZZ∗ → 4!. (b) The limit
on RelBR, the relative branching ratio (H → ZZd → 4!)/(H → 4!).

which then simplifies the expression for RelBR as:387

RelBR =
Rvis

Rvis +C(1 − Rvis)
(20)

The value of C as a function of m(Zd) is determined from the entries in Table 5, and is shown in388

Fig. 11a, for combination of all four final states. This is then used in combination with Rvis to constrain389

the value of RelBR. The result is shown in Fig. 11b for the combination of all four final states.390

12 Conclusion391

A new analysis has been initiated searching for a BSM dark sector gauge boson, Zd(sometimes referred392

to as a hidden sector gauge boson) that couples to the newly discovered SM Higgs particle at a mass393

around 125 GeV. This BSM particle, if it exists, would have important implications in particle physics,394

astro-particle physics, and cosmology.395

This study represents the first analysis that directly uses the events resulting from the Higgs particle396

to four leptons decays to search for a BSM dark gauge boson Zd, by studying the m34 mass distribution.397

The results derived in this study are for the Higgs mass range of around 125 GeV, and for Zd mean mass398

between 15 and 55 GeV, based on the observed Higgs to four leptons events in proton-proton collisions399

data of integrated luminosity of 20.7 fb−1 at
√

s = 8 TeV.400

Observed and expected exclusion limits on the relative branching ratio (RelBR) of H → ZZd → 4!,401

(!=e,µ) defined as RelBR = B(H→ZZd→4!)
B(H→4!) , were studied, for each final state (4µ, 4e, 2µ2e, and 2e2µ)402

separately and for combination of all lepton final states.403

In combination of all final states for relative branching ratios above 0.5 (0.3), all Zd masses between404

15 and 55 GeV are observed (expected) to be excluded with the current luminosity of 20.7 fb−1. For405

relative branching ratios less than 0.08 (0.1), no Zd mass between 15 and 55 GeV, is observed (expected)406

to be excluded.407
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353

Rvis =
n(H → ZZd → 4!)

n(H → ZZd → 4!) + n(H → ZZ∗ → 4!)
=

n(H → ZZd → 4!)
n(H → 4!)

(16)

where n(X) represents the observed events attributed to process X in the fit. In this case, Rvis=0 represents354

the background-only (Standard Model) hypothesis, while Rvis=1 represents the case where the H → 4!355

event yield is due entirely to decays of H → ZZd → 4!, with no contributions from H → ZZ∗ → 4!.356

We use a profile-likelihood fit implemented in the RooStats framework. The likelihood function357

has a single parameter of interest, Rvis, and systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parameters θ:358

λ(Rvis) =
L(Rvis,

ˆ̂θ(Rvis))
L( ˆRvis, θ̂)

(17)

A simple hat over a symbol here denotes the unconditional maximum likelihood estimate of a pa-359

rameter. The double hat over the symbol denotes the conditional maximum likelihood estimate for given360

fixed values of the parameter of interest.361

The likelihood functions in the numerator and denominator of the eq.(17) above are built using sums362

of signal and background probability density functions (PDFs) for the m34 distribution. The PDFs for363

background processes are defined in Section 6. The PDFs for the signal are defined in Section 7. Separate364

fits are performed for differet Zd mass hypotheses from 15 GeV to 55 GeV, with 1 GeV spacing.365

In the frequentist method the signal hypothesis is tested and if the observed p-value with respect to366

this hypothesis is < 5% the hypothesis is rejected at the 95% confidence level (CL). For a given dark367

boson mass, the Rvis is found such that pobs = 5% and denote this Rvis by Rup
vis(M) or R95

vis(M). If it is368

less than one, the dark boson with mass M is excluded at the 95% CL. In the CLs method, the ratio of369

p-values is given in eq.(18):370

CLs ≡
CLsb

CLb
=

pRvis

1 − pb
(18)

10 Results371

After scanning the m34 mass spectrum for structure consistent with the presence of a H → ZZd → 4!372

signal, no significant deviation from Standard Model expectations is observed. The m34 spectrum is373

shown in Figure 7, where the H → ZZ∗ → 4! distribution is normalized to the data as is done in the fit.374

The significance of an excess is given by the probability, p0, that a background-only experiment375

is more signal-like in terms of the test statistic than the observed data. In Figure 8 are shown the ob-376

served local p0 values calculated using the asymptotic approximation, as a function of Z2 mass for the377

combination of all four channels.378

As there are no local excesses consistent with the signal hypothesis, we proceed to set limits on Rvis,379

following the procedure outlined in Section 9. We use the asymptotic approximation to extract expected380

and observed limits on the four individual channels, as well as on their combination. The results for the381

individual flavor channels are shown in Fig. 9, and for the combination of all four channels in Fig. 10.382

11 Interpretation383

The relative branching ratio RelBR = B(H → ZZd → 4!)/B(H → 4!) as a function of the Zd mass is384

extracted using equation 11, and depends on Rvis and the total efficiency of the H → ZZd → 4! and385

H → ZZ∗ → 4! processes. For convenience, we define a ratio of efficiencies C as:386

C =
AZZdεZZd

AZZ∗εZZ∗
(19)
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95% CL exclusion limits  

mass mixing 
parameter 

kinetic mixing 
parameter 
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summary 
  dark sector physics important part of  BSM searches 

  dark sector particles, dark forces, … 

  many different probes (two presented today) 

  optical and x-ray photons 

  microwave photons 

  beam dumps 

  particle decays 

  medium energy searches 

  energy frontier search using Higgs boson 

  opportunities for new ideas/strategies 

  great for students interested in this physics 29 


